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Abstract. Recently, Ateniese et al. (CRYPTO 2019) proposed a new
cryptographic primitive called matchmaking encryption (ME), which
provides fine-grained access control over encrypted data by allowing both
the sender and receiver to specify access control policies. The encrypt-
ed message can be decrypted correctly if and only if the attributes of
the sender and receiver simultaneously meet each other’s specified poli-
cies. In current ME, when users from different organizations need secret
communication, they need to be managed by a single-authority center.
However, it is more reasonable if users from different domains obtain se-
cret keys from their own authority centers, respectively. Inspired by this,
we extend ME to cross-domain scenarios. Specifically, we introduce the
concept of the cross-domain ME and instantiate it in the identity-based
setting (i.e., cross-domain identity-based ME). Then, we first formulate
and design a cross-domain identity-based ME (IB-ME) scheme and prove
its privacy and authenticity in the random oracle model. Further, we ex-
tend the cross-domain IB-ME to the multi-receiver setting and give the
formal definition, concrete scheme and security proof. Finally, we analyze
and implement the schemes, which confirms the efficiency feasibility.

Keywords: Access Control · Matchmaking Encryption · Cross-Domain
IB-ME · Cross-Domain Multi-receiver IB-ME.

1 Introduction

The concept of matchmaking encryption (ME) is introduced by Ateniese et al
[1]. In ME, the attributes of the sender and receiver must meet the access control
policies specified by the other party at the same time in order to decrypt the
ciphertext correctly. If the decryption fails, nothing is revealed except the fact
that the match does not occur. Concretely, a trusted authority center generates
an encryption key and a decryption key according to the attributes of sender
and receiver. Additionally, the receiver also receives a policy decryption key
that captures a policy the sender’s should satisfy. Then, the sender encrypts the
message using the encryption key and dynamically specifying the policy that the
receiver attribute must meet. The ciphertext can be decrypted correctly if and
only if the attributes of the sender and receiver simultaneously meet the access
control policy selected by each other. Informally, ME provides the privacy and
authenticity of messages while guaranteeing the privacy of the attribute and
access control policy of the sender and receiver.
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ME opens up a novel way of secret communication. For example, intelligence
agents communicate secretly through the anonymous bulletin board [1]. If one
party wants to communicate secretly with the other party, they can leverage
ME for intelligence interaction without necessity of being real-time online and
multiple rounds of interaction, which provides a more secure method of commu-
nication owing to avoiding traffic analysis. When two parties of communication
are users intended by each other, the information will be recovered correctly.
If not, the decryption fails without revealing the reason of failure. The same
application can be used in the auction scenario [2], where the matching parties
are bidders and the collector. ME can also be applied to social matchmaking
to match the ideal partner [3] and marginalized and dissident communities in
authoritarian countries [4] to support freedom of speech.

The current ME, however, is not very satisfactory in dealing with secret com-
munication between users of different organizations. In current ME, private keys
of the sender and receiver are generated by a single-authority center. In oth-
er words, these users belong to the same organization since they are managed
by the same authority center. If users belonging to two different organizations
(e.g., CIA agents and FBI agents) want to communicate secretly, they need a
trust third party to be the authority center, which may be very cumbersome and
sometimes difficult. In contrast, if improved with the property that private keys
for users are generated by two authority centers in their respective domains, ME
can be applied in more practical setting where users in different domains com-
municate secretly, such as, secret communications between CIA agents and FBI
agents in intelligence operations. Based on previous analysis, a natural question
follows:

Is there is an efficient ME scheme supporting cross-domain secret communi-
cation without a common trust third party?

Inspired by this, we extend the concept of ME to the cross-domain setting.
Then, we propose a concrete instantiation of cross-domain ME in the identity-
based setting (i.e., cross-domain identity-based ME (IB-ME)) and prove its pri-
vacy and authenticity in the random oracle model based on the standard com-
putational bilinear Diffie-Hellman (CBDH ) assumption. Further, we extend it
to the multi-receiver scenario (i.e., cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME). Finally,
concrete contributions are summarized as follows:

– We introduce the concept of cross-domain ME. In cross-domain ME, there
is a sender-authority center and a receiver-authority center, which can also
be regarded as ME with multiple authorities, as pointed out by Ateniese
et al. [1] at CRYPTO 2019. Then, we first instantiate the cross-domain
ME in the identity-based setting and propose a cross-domain IB-ME, where
the sender-authority center (or the receiver-authority center) can generate
the encryption key (or decryption private key) for users in the respective
domain. As a result, secret communication can be carried out between users
in different domains without looking for an authority center trusted by both
sender and receiver. Besides, we also provide the formal security definition
and prove its privacy and authenticity in the random oracle model based on
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the CBDH assumption over the bilinear group. Finally, performance analysis
demonstrates that the proposed scheme can be implemented efficiently.

– We extend the cross-domain IB-ME to the multi-receiver scenario and pro-
pose a cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME, where the sender can specify a
receivers’ identity set when encrypting. Besides, we also give its formal se-
curity definition and prove its privacy and authenticity in the random oracle
model based on CBDH assumption over the bilinear group. Finally, perfor-
mance analysis demonstrates that the proposed scheme can be implemented
efficiently.

1.1 Related works

We will distinguish ME from secret handshake (SH), attribute-based encryption
(ABE), attribute-based key exchange (AB-KE), and access control encryption
ACE, which are similar to ME to some extent.

ME [1] can be regarded as an extension of the non-interactive secret hand-
shake (SH). SH [5, 6] allows two parties belonging to the same group to authen-
ticate each other secretly and negotiate a symmetric key at the same time. In
SH, one party can additionally specify the precise identity of the other party.
Indeed, ME can not only provide the privacy guarantee similar to that of SH
but also give more flexible communication way.

Sahai and Waters [7] proposed the concept of ABE in the setting of fuzzy
identity-based encryption. Then, the concept was generalized by Bethencourt et
al. [8], where a user is described by multiple attributes. In ABE [9–12], only one
party specifies the access control policies that the other party must meet. To
overcome this limitation, the dual-policy ABE [13] was proposed. In dual-policy
ABE [14], when encrypting a message, the sender specifies an access control
policy and attribute set. The receiver can obtain a private key associated with
the attribute set and access control policy. Similar to ME, only when the policies
in the ciphertext and the key are simultaneously matched can the ciphertext be
decrypted correctly. However, there are differences between dual-policy ABE and
ME in terms of the syntactical level and security level. As for syntax definition,
ME can generate separate keys for attributes and access control policies, which
will be more flexible than dual-policy ABE. As for security definition, ME can not
only ensure the confidentiality of information but also ensure the authentication
of information, which will provide stronger security assurance than dual-policy
ABE.

The concept of attribute-based authentication key exchange was introduced
by Gorantla et al. [15], which allows participants whose attributes satisfy a fixed
access policy to share a secret key. Note that this access control policy which
is the same for all participants must be negotiated before running the protocol.
Then, a different AB-KE [16] was proposed without bilateral authentication. In
their protocol, a client with some attributes certified by an authority can share
a private key with a server that defines an access control policy if and only if
the user’s attributes satisfy the access control policy specified by the server. In
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contrast in ME, both sender and receiver can specify access control policies,
which is more fine-grained than AB-KE [15, 16].

The concept of ACE was proposed by Damgaard et al. [17], which provides
flexible access control over encrypted information flow according to the sender’s
and receiver’s identities. In ACE [18, 19], there are three participants: a set of
senders, a set of receivers, and a sanitizer. The security goal of ACE is to en-
force non-read and non-write rules described by a policy on encrypted flow. The
flow enforcement is performed by the sanitizer, which processes the incoming
ciphertext through a random algorithm. As a result, only the receivers allowed
to communicate with the source can decrypt the sanitized ciphertext correctly
(no-read rule). On the other hand, if the source does not have permission to com-
municate with the receiver, the decryption of the sanitized ciphertext received
by the receiver looks like a random message (no-write rule). ACE [20] enforces
fine-grained access control of information flow according to a single policy. In
contrast, ME enables fine-grained access control on encrypted data according to
the policies specified by the sender and receiver.

ME allows both sender and receiver to perform fine-grained access control
on encrypted data at the same time. Inspired by this idea, related applications
of bilateral access control were proposed. For example, Xu et al. [21] proposed
the expressive bilateral access control in cloud-fog computing. Wang et al. [22]
achieved flexible bidirectional access control in the context of public key encryp-
tion with keyword search. Badertscher et al. [23] introduced the policy-compliant
signature with policies considering attributes of both sender and receiver. Be-
sides, Francati et al. [24] constructed a IB-ME scheme without random oracles.
These schemes extend the application of ME. However, the users’ private keys
in these schemes are generated by a single-authority center. As far as we know,
there is no cross-domain ME scheme, which can be applied to secret communi-
cation between users in different organizations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce
preliminaries that will be used later. Then, in Section 3, we give the relevant
definitions including syntax and security definition. Next, the construction and
proof of cross-domain IB-ME are given in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively.
In Section 6 we extend the cross-domain IB-ME to the multi-receiver scenario.
Section 7 presents the performance evaluation of schemes. Finally, we summarize
this work in Section 8.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notations

Throughout the paper, the security parameter is represented by λ. For a, b ∈ N,
let [a, b] := {a, a + 1, a + 2, ..., b}. O represents the random oracle. O records
inputs of O. If a random algorithm can terminate in a polynomial number of
steps in λ for any input, the algorithm is probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT).
If a function negl(λ) in the security parameter λ vanishes faster than the inverse
of any polynomial, negl(λ) is said to be negligible in λ.
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2.2 Bilinear Map

Let G and GT be two cyclic groups of prime order p. Let g be the generator of
G. The map e : G × G → GT is considered to be an admissible bilinear map if
it has the following properties:

– Bilinear: For ∀ g, h ∈ G and a, b ∈ Z∗p, e(ga, hb) = e(g, h)ab.
– Non-degenerate: e(g, g) 6= 1GT

, where 1GT
represents the unit element of GT .

– Computable: For any g, h ∈ G, there is an efficient algorithm to compute
e(g, h).

For ease of representation, the above bilinear group system is described as
(p,G,GT , e(·), g)← G(1λ).

2.3 Computational Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Assumption

For two cyclic groups G and GT of prime order p, an admissible bilinear map
e : G×G→ GT and a generator g of G, the CBDH problem is hard in (G,GT , e)
if for any PPT adversary A such that:

Pr[A(p,G,GT , e, g, ga, gb, gc) = e(g, g)abc] ≤ negl(λ),

where a, b, c← Z∗p.

3 Definition

3.1 Concept of Cross-Domain ME

As Ateniese et al. [1] pointed out at the end of their work, there are several
important questions about ME including the construction of ME from simpler
assumption, the instantiation of black-box construction on better assumptions,
the efficient IB-ME without relying on random oracles, ME with multiple au-
thorities, and so on. In this work, we focus on ME with multiple authorities.
In current ME, when users from different organizations need secret communi-
cation, they have to be managed by a single-authority center. However, it is
sometimes difficult to find a trust third party for both organizations, like for
two transnational organizations, which will impede the secret communication.
To meet this demand, ME needs to be further extended. Specifically, ME with
a sender-authority center and a receiver-authority center makes its application
more flexible. Especially, it will also be more practical for secret communication
between users across organizations, such as FBI agents and CBI agents. Thus,
with the extension of original ME, the new ME can be used for cross-domain
setting. Users managed by the different authority center can communicate se-
cretly across domains. Obviously, cross-domain ME implies ME [1], because it
is totally a single-authority case when an authority center includes a sender-
authority center and a receiver-authority center. Actually, cross-domain ME will
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be more applicable for secret communication between users from two distinct
organizations.

In the instantiation of ME, Ateniese et al. [1] proposed IB-ME. Similarly,
we also give the instantiation of cross-domain ME (i.e., cross-domain IB-ME)
in our work, where the access control policy is a single identity rather than a
general policy (expressed as a circuit) and satisfying the policy means that the
identity bit strings are equal. When encrypting, the sender only specifies a single
receiver, which is a one-to-one secret communication model. If a sender wants
to communicate with multiple receivers, he has to encrypt the same message
multiple times, which will bring a great burden of computation and communi-
cation to the sender. To alleviate the consumption of the sender’s resources, we
extend cross-domain IB-ME to cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME, where the
sender can specify a receivers’ identity set when encrypting the message. The
message can be decrypted correctly only when the identity of the receiver be-
longs to the receivers’ identity set. Due to the one-to-many feature, cross-domain
multi-receiver IB-ME can be applied to cross-domain data sharing.

3.2 Syntax Definition of Cross-Domain IB-ME

In this subsection, we first formulate the syntax definition of cross-domain IB-
ME consisting of the following polynomial-time algorithms:

– Initialization(1λ)→ pp. The algorithm is executed by the sender-authority
center and the receiver-authority together, which negotiate some common
parameters. After inputting the security parameter λ, it outputs the system
parameter pp, which is the implicit input of other algorithms.

– RASetup(pp)→ (mpkR,mskR). This algorithm is executed by the receiver-
authority center. After getting the system parameter pp, it outputs the mas-
ter public key mpkR and the master decryption key mskR of the receiver-
authority center.

– SASetup(pp) → (mpkS ,mskS). This algorithm is operated by the sender-
authority center. After inputting the system parameter pp, it outputs the
master public key mpkS and the master encryption key mskS of the sender-
authority center.

– EKGen(mpkR,mskS , IDS) → ekIDS
. This algorithm is operated by the

sender-authority center. After inputting the master public key mpkR of the
receiver-authority center, the master encryption key mskS of the sender-
authority center, and the sender’s identity IDS , it outputs the encryption
key ekIDS

of the sender.
– DKGen(mskR, IDR) → dkIDR

. This algorithm is run by the receiver-
authority center. After inputting the master decryption key mskR of the
receiver-authority center and the receiver’s identity IDR, it outputs the de-
cryption key dkIDR

of the receiver.
– Enc(mpkS ,mpkR, ekIDS

,M, IDRev) → C. This algorithm is run by the
sender. After inputting the master public key mpkR of the receiver author-
ity center, the master public key mpkS of the sender-authority center, the
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sender’s encryption key ekIDS
, the plaintext message M and the the target

identity IDRev, it outputs the ciphertext C.
– Dec(mpkS , dkIDR

, C, IDSnd) → M or ⊥. This algorithm is run by the re-
ceiver. After inputting the master public key mpkS of the sender-authority
center, the receiver’s decryption key dkIDR

corresponding to the identity
IDR, the ciphertext C and the target identity IDSnd, it outputs the plain-
text M or ⊥.

Correctness. The intuitive description of correctness is that the ciphertext
generated by the sender IDS with the target identity IDRev can be correctly
encrypted by the receiver with the identity IDR by setting the target iden-
tity IDSnd if and only if IDS = IDSnd and IDR = IDRev. Besides, in the
case of the mismatch, the privacy of the sender’s identity and message is hid-
den. More formally, a cross-domain IB-ME with message space M is correct if
∀ λ ∈ N, ∀ IDS , IDR, IDSnd, IDRev ∈ {0, 1}∗, when pp ← Initialization(1λ),
(mpkR,mskR) ← RASetup(pp), mskS ← SASetup(pp), ekIDS

← EKGen(
mpkR,mskS , IDS), dkIDR

← DKGen(mskR, IDR):

Pr[Dec(mpkS , dkIDR
, IDSnd,Enc(mpkS ,mpkR, ekIDS

, IDRev,M)) = M ]

≥ 1− negl(λ),

whenever IDS = IDSnd and IDR = IDRev.

3.3 Security Definition of Cross-Domain IB-ME

In this subsection, we present the security definition of cross-domain IB-ME,
which potentially inherits privacy and authenticity of IB-ME [1].

Privacy of Cross-Domain IB-ME. In the case of matching, the receiver
decrypts the ciphertext by the decryption key and the target identity. In this
case, the receiver can infer the sender’s identity. Privacy requires that nothing
is revealed to a non-intended receiver, which includes the sender’s identity and
the message. The formal privacy game GPrivΠ,A (λ) is presented in Table 1. O1

and O2 represent encryption key oracle and decryption key oracle. O1 and O2

respectively record the identity of accessing the random oracles O1 and O2.
Definition 1 (Privacy of Cross-Domain IB-ME). We say that a cross-

domain IB-ME satisfies privacy if the above game GPrivΠ,A presented in Table 1
satisfies the following conditions for any valid PPT adversary A = (A1,A2):

|Pr[GPrivΠ,A (λ) = 1]− 1

2
| ≤ negl(λ),

where A is valid if ∀ IDR ∈ O2, it satisfies IDR 6= IDRev0 ∧ IDR 6= IDRev1 .
Authenticity of Cross-Domain IB-ME. Authenticity captures security

against the malicious sender who does not have the encryption key of the cor-
responding identity (e.g., Alice), but generates a valid ciphertext correspond-
ing to the identity (i.e., IDS = Alice). The forgery (C, IDR, IDSnd) such that
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Table 1. Security Games of Privacy and Authenticity for Cross-Domain IB-ME

GPrivΠ,A (λ) GAuthΠ,A (λ)

pp← Initialization(1λ)
(mpkR,mskR)← RASetup(pp)
(mpkS ,mskS)← SASetup(pp)
(M0,M1, IDRev0 , IDRev1 , IDS0 , IDS1 , α)←

AO1,O2
1 (pp,mpkR,mpkS)

b← {0, 1}
ekIDSb

← EKGen(mpkR,mskS , IDSb)

C ← Enc(mpkS ,mpkR, ekIDSb
, IDRevb ,Mb)

b′ ← AO1,O2
2 (pp, C, α)

If (b = b′) return 1 Else return 0

pp← Initialization(1λ)
(mpkR,mskR)← RASetup(pp)
(mpkS ,mskS)← SASetup(pp)
(C, IDR, IDSnd)← AO1,O2(pp,mpkR,mpkS)
dkIDR ← DKGen(mskR, IDR)
M ← Dec(mpkS , dkIDR , IDSnd, C)
If ∀ IDS ∈ O1 : (IDS 6= IDSnd) ∧ (IDR /∈ O2)
∧ (M 6=⊥) return 1 Else return 0

Dec(C, dkIDR
, IDSnd) 6= ⊥ is considered valid if IDSnd 6= IDS for all encryption

key ekIDS
acquired by A and the identity IDR not held by A (i.e., A cannot

“forge to itself”).
Definition 2 (Authenticity of Cross-Domain IB-ME). We say that a

cross-domain IB-ME satisfies authenticity if the above game GAuthΠ,A presented in
Table 1 satisfies the following conditions for any valid PPT adversary A:

Pr[GAuthΠ,A (λ) = 1] ≤ negl(λ).

Definition 3 (Secure Cross-Domain IB-ME). We say that a cross-
domain IB-ME Π is semantically secure if Π meets the privacy (Def. 1 ) and
authenticity (Def. 2 ).

4 Concrete Construction of Cross-domain IB-ME

4.1 Overview

The overview of the scheme is described as follows: the framework of cross-
domain IB-ME is similar to that of [25], which implies that the sender-authority
center and the receiver-authority center trust each other. Therefore, the system
initialization can be completed by the receiver-authority center, or by the sender-
authority center and the receiver-authority center together. Without loss of gen-
erality, the system parameter pp is jointly negotiated by the sender-authority
center and the receiver-authority center. Then, the sender-authority center and
the receiver-authority center generate their public keys {(P, Υ ), (K,Θ)} and se-
cret keys {(ρ, γ), (k, θ)} according to pp, respectively. Next, the sender-authority
center and the receiver-authority center generate the encryption key ekIDS

and
the decryption key dkIDR

for users in their domain, respectively, where Υ is
embedded in ekIDS

. When encrypting, the sender obtains the ciphertext by em-
ploying the encryption key ekIDS

and the receiver’s identity IDRev. Since Υ
and IDRev are embedded in the encryption process, it can ensure that only
the specified receiver can decrypt the ciphertext. When decrypting, the receiv-
er obtains the plaintext message by using the decryption key dkIDR

and the
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sender’s identity IDSnd. Because ekIDS
is used in the ciphertext generation

process, and the sender-authority center and the receiver-authority center trust
each other, it can ensure that the ciphertext comes from the domain managed by
the sender-authority center. In addition, since the sender’s identity is required
during decryption, this ensures that only the specified sender can generate the
ciphertext. Through the above process, the cross-domain secret communication
is completed.

4.2 The Concrete Construction

The cross-domain IB-ME consists of the following polynomial-time algorithms:

– Initialization. After inputting the security parameter λ, it randomly selects
a bilinear group (p,G,GT , e, g) ← G(1λ) with the order p > 2λ, where g
is a generator of G. Then it also picks three cryptographic hash functions
H : {0, 1}∗ → G, H0 : {0, 1}∗ → G, H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n. Finally, the
public parameter of the system is pp = (p,G,GT , e, g, n,H,H0, H1). Note
that here we imply that message length in the plaintext space is n-bit length.
If the bit length in the plaintext space is less than n, we can use a polynomial-
time computable padding function to expand it to n bits, and this function
can also efficiently recover the original plaintext message from the expanded
bits.

– Receiver-Authority Setup. The receiver-authority randomly selects ρ, γ ∈
Z∗p. Then, it calculates P = gρ and Υ = gγ . Finally, it publishes mpkR =
(P, Υ ) as the receiver-authority public key and keeps mskR = (ρ, γ) in secret
as the master decryption key.

– Sender-Authority Setup. The sender-authority randomly selects k, θ ∈
Z∗p and calculates K = gk and Θ = gθ. Then, the master encryption key
and the public key of the sender-authority center are mskS = (k, θ) and
mpkS = (K,Θ), respectively.

– Encryption-Key Generation. After inputting the sender identity IDS ,
the sender-authority calculates ek1 = H0(IDS)k, ek2 = Υ θ. Finally, the en-
cryption key of the user IDS is ekIDS

= (ek1, ek2).
– Decryption-Key Generation. After inputting the receiver identity IDR,

the receiver-authority computes dk1 = H(IDR)ρ, dk2 = H(IDR)γ . Finally,
the decryption key of the user IDR is dkIDR

= (dk1, dk2).
– Encryption. Once the public keys mpkR and mpkS , the encryption key
ekIDS

, the target identity IDRev and the message M ∈ {0, 1}n are input,
the sender randomly picks η0, η1 ∈ Z∗p and computes

µ1 = e(H(IDRev), P )η0 , µ2 = e(H(IDRev), ek1ek2g
η1),

and

C1 = M⊕H1(µ1)⊕H1(µ2), C2 = gη0 , C3 = ek1H0(IDS)η1 , C4 = H(IDRev)
−η1 .

Finally, the ciphertext is C = (C1, C2, C3, C4).
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– Decryption. After inputting the ciphertext C = (C1, C2, C3, C4) from IDSnd

and the decrypting key dkIDR
= (dk1, dk2), the receiver computes

µ′1 = e(C2, dk1), µ′2 = e(dk2, Θ)e(g, C4)−1e(H(IDR), C3)e(H0(IDSnd), C4).

Then, he can obtain the plaintext M = C1 ⊕H1(µ′1)⊕H1(µ′2) if the sender
identity is IDSnd = IDS and the receiver identity is IDRev = IDR.

1. If IDSnd = IDS and IDRev = IDR:

µ′1 = e(C2, dk1) = e(gη0 , H(IDR)ρ)

= e(g,H(IDR))ρη0 = e(P,H(IDRev))
η0 = µ1, and

µ′2 = e(dk2, Θ)e(g, C4)−1e(H(IDR), C3)e(H0(IDSnd), C4)

= e(H(IDR), g)γ·θ+η1e(H(IDR), H0(IDSnd))
k

= e(H(IDRev), ek2)e(H(IDRev), g)η1e(H(IDRev), ek1)

= e(H(IDRev), ek1ek2g
η1) = µ2.

2. If IDSnd 6= IDS and IDRev 6= IDR:

µ′1 = e(C2, dk1) = e(gη0 , H(IDR)ρ)

= e(g,H(IDR))ρη0 6= e(P,H(IDRev))
η0 = µ1, and

µ′2 = e(dk2, Θ)e(g, C4)−1e(H(IDR), C3)e(H0(IDSnd), C4)

= e(H(IDR), g)γ·θ+η1e(H(IDR), H0(IDSnd))
k

6= e(H(IDRev), g)γ·θ+η1e(H(IDRev), H0(IDS))k

= e(H(IDRev), ek2)e(H(IDRev), g
η1)e(H(IDRev), ek1)

= e(H(IDRev), ek1ek2g
η1) = µ2.

5 Security Proof of Cross-domain IB-ME

In this section, we give the security proof of cross-domain IB-ME. The concrete
proof is presented as follows:

Theorem 1. For two groups G and GT of prime order q and an admissible
bilinear map e : G×G→ GT , if the CBDH assumption holds in (G,GT , e), the
cross-domain IB-ME is semantically secure in the random oracle model.

Lemma 1. If an adversary A issuing at most qR, qH1 queries, respectively,
to the decryption key oracle O2 and the random oracle H1 has the advantage
ε to break the privacy property of cross-domain IB-ME, we can construct an
algorithm that solves the CBDH problem with the advantage 4ε/e2(qR+2)2qH1

.
The proven framework is similar to the schemes [1, 26]. In their proof, for

simplification, an intermediate public-key encryption scheme IBasicPub is in-
troduced. More in detail, the privacy of their scheme can be reduced to the
security of IBasicPub, and then the security of IBasicPub can be reduced to
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the CBDH assumption. As a result, if the CBDH assumption holds, the privacy
property of the scheme can be guaranteed. Here, we employ the same tactic.
Specifically, we define two games indirectly reducing our scheme to the CBD-
H assumption. First, we define a public key encryption scheme BasicPub, a
variant of IBasicPub, which includes the following polynomial-time algorithms

– Setup(1λ). According to the security parameter λ, two cyclic groups G and
GT of prime order p and a symmetric bilinear mapping e : G × G → GT
are generated. Then the algorithm selects a random generator g, a random
number ρ ∈ Z∗p, and calculate P = gρ. Next, it chooses a hash function
simulated as a random oracle H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n. Finally, the master
public key is mpk = (p,G,GT , e, g, n,H1, P = gρ) and the master secret key
is msk = ρ.

– KGen(mpk,msk). This algorithm randomly samples T ∈ G as the public
key pk = T and calculates sk = T ρ as the private key.

– Enc(mpk, pk,M). The algorithm takes the message M ∈ {0, 1}n and the
public key pk = T as input, then selects a random number $ ∈ Z∗p and
outputs the ciphertext C = (U, V ) = (M ⊕H1(e(pk, P )$), g$).

– Dec(mpk, sk, C). This algorithm takes the ciphertext C and private key sk
as input, and then outputs the plaintext M = U ⊕H1(e(sk, V )).

In the first game, we demonstrate that our scheme satisfies privacy if BasicPub
is IND-CPA-secure. Specifically, the security definition of basic scheme BasicPub
is the same as that defined by Ateniese et al. [1]. That is, in the adversary chal-
lenge phase, the adversary not only submits a pair of challenge messages m0

and m1 but also inputs a pair of public keys pkj,0 and pkj,1. This security game
can be regarded as a hybrid between the classic IND-CPA experiment and the
key-privacy experiment for public-key encryption defined in [27]

Definition 4 (IND-CPA+). A public-key encryption schemeΠ is IND-CPA+

semantically secure if

|Pr[GCPA
+

Π,A ]− 1/2| ≤ negl(λ)

holds for any adversary A = (A1,A2), where GCPA
+

Π,A is defined as follows:

(mpk,msk) ← Setup(1λ). (M0,M1, pkj,0, pkj,1, α) ← AKGEen(msk,·)
1 (1λ,mpk).

C ← Enc(mpk, pkj,b,Mb) where b ∈ {0, 1}. b′ ← AKGEen(msk,·)
2 (1λ, C, α). If

b = b′ and pkj,0, pkj,1 ∈ OKGen, the game outputs 1, otherwise outputs 0. In

GCPA
+

Π,A , the key generation oracle OKGen generates pairs (pk, sk), but only out-
puts the public key pk.

Claim 1. If an adversary A issuing at most qR the decryption key oracle O2

has the advantage ε to break the privacy property of cross-domain IB-ME, we can
construct an algorithm A′ that can break IND-CPA+ security of BasicPub
with the advantage 2ε/e2(qR + 2)2.

Proof. In the process of proof, A′ is both the challenger of GPrivΠ,A (λ) and the
attacker of BasicPub. The challenger of BasicPub first runs the Setup al-
gorithm to obtain the master public key mpk = (p,G,GT , e, g, n,H1, P = gρ),
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and then sends mpk to A′. The master secret key of BasicPub is ρ, which is
unknown to A′. Then, A and A′ interact as follows:

– Setup: A′ randomly selects γ, k, θ ∈ Z∗p, and then computes Υ = gγ , Θ = gθ

and K = gk. Next, A′ sends the above public parameter mpk, Υ , Θ, K and
two hash functions H and H0 modeled as random oracles under its control
to A.
• H queries: A′ respond to the query as follows:
∗ If the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, di) ∈ L1 corresponding to query IDi al-

ready exists, Qi is returned. Otherwise, a random coin di ∈ {0, 1} is
generated so that Pr[di = 0] = δ.

∗ Then, βi ∈ Z∗p is randomly selected. If di = 0, then Qi = gβi is
calculated, and the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, 0) is stored in L1. Otherwise,
the public key generation oracle of BasicPub is called to obtain pki,
set Qi = pki, and then the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, 1) is added to L1.

∗ Return Qi.
• H0 queries: A′ keeps a list L2 of the history of calls to H0 in which

each tuple is (IDi, Zi). If the query IDi already exists, Zi is returned.
Otherwise, a random number Zi ∈ G is selected, (IDi, Zi) is added to
L2, and then Zi is returned.

– Phase 1: A can issue the polynomial queries for the encryption key and
decryption key as follows:
• SKGen queries: For the input IDi of the encryption key oracle O1,
A′ obtains H0(IDi) = Zi from the list L2, and then returns ekIDi

=
(Zki , Υ

θ).
• RKGen queries: For the input IDi of the decryption key oracle O2,
A′ obtains the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, di) according to H(IDi) = Qi from the
list L1. If di = 1, A′ aborts, otherwise returns dkIDi = (P βi , Qγi ), where
we have H(IDi) = Qi and dk1 = (gρ)βi = Qρi since P = gρ.

– Challenge: After the first query phase,A submits (M0,M1, IDRev0 , IDRev1 ,
IDS0 , IDS1) to A′. Then A′ performs the following steps:
• A′ obtain the tuples (IDRev0 , Q0, β0, d0) and (IDRev1 , Q1, β1, d1) accord-

ing to queries H(IDRev0) = Q0 and H(IDRev1) = Q1 from L1. If d0 6= 1
or d1 6= 1 in both tuples, A′ terminates the process. Otherwise, we know
d0 = 1 and d1 = 1, and Q0 = pk0 and Q1 = pk1.
• A′ obtain the tuples H0(IDS0) = Z0 and H0(IDS1) = Z1 according

to queries IDS0
and IDS1

. Then, A′ selects a random number σ0, σ1 ∈
Z∗p and calculates M∗0 = M0 ⊕ H1(e(Q0, Z

k
0 g

γ·θ+σ0)) and M∗1 = M1 ⊕
H1(e(Q1, Z

k
1 g

γ·θ+σ1)). Note that ekIDSi
= (Zki , Υ

θ).
• A′ sends (M∗0 ,M

∗
1 , Q0, Q1) to the challenger of BasicPub and gets C =

(U, V ) as response.
• A′ computes C3,0 = Zk+σ0

0 , C3,1 = Zk+σ1
1 and C4,0 = Q−σ0

0 , C4,1 =
Q−σ1

1 . Then,A′ randomly returns C ′0 = (U, V,C3,0, C4,0) or C ′1 = (U, V,C3,1,
C4,1) to A.

– Second query phase: The query at this stage is the same as the first stage.
– Guess: A′ outputs the same guess as A.
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Probability Analysis. Suppose A issues qR queries to the oracle O2, and
the probability that A′’s query is not terminated is δqR . Similarly, in the chal-
lenge phase, the probability that A′’s query does not abort is (1 − δ)2. For the
probability δqR(1−δ)2 that does not abort, the maximum value of this probabil-
ity is at δopt = qR/(qR+2). If we leverage δopt as the probability that A′’s query
does not terminate to obtain coins di = 0 in H query, the probability that A′’s
query does not abort is at least 4/e2(qR + 2)2. In the challenge phase, after ob-
taining the challenge ciphertext C = (U, V ) from the challenger of BasicPub,A′
will randomly return C ′0 or C ′1 to A. As a result, A will lose 1/2 of its advantage
against the BasicPub.

Claim 2. If an adversary A issuing at most qH1 queries to the random oracle
H1 has the advantage ε against IND-CPA+ security of BasicPub, we can
construct an algorithm against the CBDH problem with the advantage 2ε/qH1

.

Proof. A′ obtains a CBDH tuple (g, ga, gb, gc) from the challenger of BasicPub,
whose correct solution is D = e(g, g)abc. During Setup phase, A′ sets P = ga.
The master secret key of BasicPub is msk = a, which is unknown to A′. Then,
A and A′ interact as follows:

– KGen queries: A′ randomly selects xi ∈ Z∗p, then calculates pki = (gb)xi

and returns pki to A. Note that the private key corresponding to pki is
ski = gabxi , which is unknown to A′.
• H1 oracle: A′ keeps a list L of the history of calls to H1 in which each

tuple is (Xi, hi). If the query Xi already exists, hi is returned. Otherwise,
a random bit string hi ∈ {0, 1}n is selected, (Xi, hi) is added to L, and
then hi is returned.

– Challenge: A sends (M0,M1, pkj,0, pkj,1) to A′. Then a random string
Z ∈ {0, 1}n is selected by A′ and the challenge ciphertext is set by C =
(Z, gc). Next, A′ returns C to A. Note that the plaintext hidden by C is
Z ⊕ H1(e(gc, skj,b)) for some b ∈ {0, 1}, which can also be expressed as
Z ⊕H1(Dxj,b), where xj,b is the secret key corresponding to pkj,b.

– Guess: A sends the guess b′ ∈ {0, 1} to A′. Then A′ sets z = 1/xj,b′ , then
it selects a random tuple (Xi, hi) from L, and then outputs D = Xz

i as the
solution of the received CBDH instance.

Probability Analysis. The probability that A′ outputs the correct solu-
tion is at least 2ε/qH1

if A breaks IND-CPA+ security of BasicPub with the
advantage ε. This analysis is similar to that in [26]. A detailed analysis can be
found in [26].

Proof of Lemma 1. By combining Claim 1 and Claim 2, we can conclude
that if there is an adversary who can break the privacy property of cross-domain
IB-ME with advantage ε, there will be an algorithm solving the CBDH problem
with advantage 4ε/e2(qR + 2)2qH1 .

Lemma 2. If an adversary A issuing at most qR queries to the decryption
key oracle O2, qS queries to the encryption key oracle O1, and qH1 queries to
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the random oracle H1, has the advantage ε to break the authenticity property of
cross-domain IB-ME, we can construct an algorithm that can solve the CBDH
problem with the advantage 8ε/e2(qR + qS + 2)2qH1 .

Proof. A′ obtains a CBDH tuple (g, ga, gb, gc) from the challenger of BasicPub+,
whose correct solution is D = e(g, g)abc. A′ randomly selects random numbers
ρ, γ, θ ∈ Z∗p and takes (ρ, γ, θ, c,H1) as the master secret key of the cross-domain
IB-ME, where c is unknown to A′. Then, A and A′ interact as follows:

– Setup: A′ sends to A (p,G,GT , e, g, n,H,H0, H1, P = gρ, Υ = gγ ,K =
gc, Θ = gθ), where H, H ′ and H1 are modeled as random oracles under its
control.
• H queries: A′ respond to the query as follows:
∗ If the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, di) ∈ L1 corresponding to query IDi al-

ready exists, Qi is returned. Otherwise, a random coin di ∈ {0, 1} is
generated so that Pr[di = 0] = δ.
∗ Then, βi ∈ Z∗p is randomly selected. If di = 0, then Qi = gβi is

calculated, and the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, 0) is stored in L1. Otherwise,
set Qi = gaβi , and then the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, 1) is added to L1.
∗ Return Qi to A.

• H0 queries: A′ respond to the query as follows:
∗ If the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, di) ∈ L2 corresponding to query IDi al-

ready exists, Qi is returned. Otherwise, a random coin di ∈ {0, 1} is
generated so that Pr[di] = δ.
∗ Then, βi ∈ Z∗p is randomly selected. If di = 0, then Qi = gβi is

calculated, and the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, 0) is stored in L2. Otherwise,
set Qi = gbβi , and then the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, 1) is added to L2.
∗ Return Qi to A.

• H1 queries: A′ keeps a list L of the history of calls to H1 in which each
tuple is (Xi, hi). If the query Xi already exists, return hi. Otherwise, a
random bit string hi ∈ {0, 1}n is selected, (Xi, hi) is added to L, and
then hi is returned.

– Phase 1: A can issue the polynomial queries for the encryption key and
decryption key as follows:
• SKGen queries: For the input IDi of the encryption key oracle O1, A′

obtains the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, di) according to H0(IDi) = Qi from the
list L2. If di = 1, A′ terminates the query, otherwise returns ekIDi

=
(Kβi , Υ θ).

• RKGen queries: For the input IDi of the decryption key oracle O2,
A′ obtains the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, di) according to H(IDi) = Qi from the
list L1. If di = 1, A′ terminates the query, otherwise returns dkIDi

=
(P βi , Υ βi), where H(IDi) = Qi = gβi .

– Forgery: At the moment, A submits (C, IDR, IDSnd) to A′, where C =
(C1, C2, C3, C4). Then A′ performs the following steps:
• A′ obtain the tuples (IDR, Q, β, d) ∈ L1 and (IDSnd, Q

′, β′, d′) ∈ L2 ac-
cording to queries H(IDR) = Q and H0(IDSnd) = Q′ from L1 and L2. If
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d 6= 1 or d′ 6= 1 in both tuples, A′ terminates the process. Otherwise, we
know H(IDR) = gaβ , dk2 = gγ·aβ , H0(IDSnd) = gbβ

′
and ek1 = gbcβ

′
.

Hence,H1(µ′2) = H1(e(dk2, Θ)e(g, C4)−1e(H(IDR), C3)e(H0(IDSnd), C4)),
where e(H(IDR), C3)e(H0(IDSnd), C4) = e(H(IDR), ek1) = e(gaβ , gbcβ

′
)

= e(g, g)abcββ
′

= Dββ′
.

• A′ sets z = 1/(ββ′), then it randomly selects a random tuple (Xi, hi)
from L, and then outputs D′ = (Xi ·e(g, C4)e(dk2, Θ)−1)z as the solution
of the received CBDH instance.

Probability Analysis. We require the challenge ciphertext (C, IDR, IDSnd)
to meet IDR /∈ O2 and ∀ IDS ∈ O1, IDS 6= IDSnd, which can perfectly sim-
ulate the authentication game. Suppose A issues qR queries to the oracle O2

and qS queries to the oracle O1, and the probability that A’s query will not be
terminated is δqR+qS . Similarly, in the challenge phase, the probability that A’s
query does not abort is (1−δ)2. For the probability δqR+qS (1−δ)2 that does not
abort, the maximum value of this probability is at δopt = (qR+qS)/(qR+qS+2).
If we use δopt as the probability that A’s query does not abort to obtain coins
di = 0 in H query and H0 query, the probability that A′s query does not abort
is at least 4/e2(qR + 2)2. If A’s query is not terminated, the probability that the
correct solution is outputted by A′ is at least 2ε/qH1 . As a result, the CBDH
problem can be solved by A′ with advantage 8ε/e2(qR + qS + 2)2qH1

.

By setting ε ≥ 1/poly(λ), qR = poly(λ), qS = poly(λ) and qH1
= poly(λ) in

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we can conclude that the proposed cross-domain
IB-ME is semantically secure.

6 Cross-domain Multi-receiver IB-ME

6.1 Syntax of Cross-Domain Multi-receiver IB-ME.

The syntax of cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME is same as cross-domain IB-
ME, except that a receivers’ identity set rather than a single receiver is specified
during encryption and the receiver’s identity must belong to the identity set
specified by the sender when decrypting.

A cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME with message space M is correct if
∀ λ ∈ N, ∀ IDS , IDR, IDSnd, IDRevi ∈ {0, 1}∗, when pp ← Initialization(1λ),
(mpkR,mskR)← RASetup(pp), mskS ← SASetup(pp), ekIDS

← EKGen(
mpkR,mskS , IDS), dkIDRevi

← DKGen(mskR, IDRevi):

Pr[Dec(mpkS , dkIDRevi
, IDSnd,Enc(mpkS ,mpkR, ekIDS

, IDRev,M)) = M ]

≥ 1− negl(λ),

whenever IDS = IDSnd and IDRevi ∈ IDRev.
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6.2 Security of Cross-Domain Multi-receiver IB-ME.

Cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME also potentially inherits the security prop-
erties of IB-ME (i.e., privacy and authenticity).

Privacy of Cross-Domain Multi-receiver IB-ME. In the privacy game
GPrivΠ,A (λ) of Table 2, ID∗Rev0 and ID∗Rev1 represent two distinct receivers’ identi-
ty set. After accessing the oraclesO1 andO2,A1 outputs (M0,M1, ID

∗
Rev0

, ID∗Rev1 ,
IDS0

, ID∗S1
, α) with the restriction IDi /∈ (ID∗Rev0 ∪ ID

∗
Rev1

) for IDi ∈ O2,
where O2 records the identity set accessed by A = (A1,A2). In the next phase,
A2 cannot issue the decryption key on IDi ∈ (ID∗Rev0 ∪ ID

∗
Rev1

).

Table 2. Security Games of Cross-Domain Multi-receiver IB-ME

GPrivΠ,A (λ) GAuthΠ,A (λ)

pp← Initialization(1λ)
(mpkR,mskR)← RASetup(pp)
(mpkS ,mskS)← SASetup(pp)
(M0,M1, ID

∗
Rev0 , ID

∗
Rev1 , IDS0 , IDS1 , α)

← AO1,O2
1 (pp,mpkR,mpkS)

b← {0, 1}
ekIDSb

← EKGen(mpkR,mskS , IDSb)

C ← Enc(mpkS ,mpkR, ekIDSb
, ID∗Revb ,Mb)

b′ ← AO1,O2
2 (pp, C, α)

If (b = b′) return 1 Else return 0

pp← Initialization(1λ)
(mpkR,mskR)← RASetup(pp)
(mpkS ,mskS)← SASetup(pp)
(C, IDRev, IDSnd)← AO1,O2(pp,mpkR,mpkS)
dkIDRevi

← DKGen(mskR, IDRevi)

M ← Dec(mpkS , dkIDRevi
, IDSnd, C)

If∀IDS ∈ O1, IDRevi ∈ IDRev : (IDS 6= IDSnd)∧
(IDRevi /∈ O2) ∧ (M 6=⊥)return 1 Else return 0

Definition 5 (Privacy of Cross-Domain Multi-receiver IB-ME). We
say that a cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME provides privacy if for any valid
PPT adversary A:

|Pr[GPrivΠ,A (λ) = 1]− 1

2
| ≤ negl(λ),

where A is valid if ∀ IDR ∈ O2, it satisfies IDR /∈ (ID∗Rev0 ∪ ID
∗
Rev1

).

Authenticity of Cross-Domain Multi-receiver IB-ME. In the authen-
ticity game GAuthΠ,A (λ) in Table 2, after the adversary A accesses the random
oracles O1 and O2, A outputs a forgery ciphertext (C, IDRev, IDSnd) so that
Dec(dkIDRevi

, IDSnd, C) 6=⊥ for any IDRevi ∈ IDRev, where ∀ IDS ∈ O1, IDS 6=
IDSnd and ∀ IDR ∈ O2, IDR /∈ IDRev, which is considered valid.

Definition 6 (Authenticity of Cross-Domain Multi-receiver IB-ME).
We say that a cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME provides authenticity if for any
valid PPT adversary A:

Pr[GAuthΠ,A (λ) = 1] ≤ negl(λ).

Definition 7 (Secure Cross-Domain Multi-receiver IB-ME). We say
that a cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME Π is semantically secure if Π meets
the privacy (Def. 5 ) and authenticity (Def. 6 ).
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6.3 Construction of Cross-Domain Multi-receiver IB-ME

The construction of cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME has many of the same
processes as cross-domain IB-ME. During Initialization, this process is the
same as that of cross-domain IB-ME except that the public parameter addition-
ally contains other cryptographic hash function H2 : GT → Z∗p. The processes
of Receiver-authority Setup, Sender-authority Setup, Encryption-key
Generation and Decryption-key Generation are the same as that of cross-
domain IB-ME. Different Encryption and Decryption processes are as follows:

– Encryption. Once mpkR, mpkS , ekIDS
, the target identity set IDRev =

{IDRev1 , IDRev2 , ..., IDRevd} and the message M ∈ {0, 1}n are input, the
sender randomly picks η0, η1, z, v ∈ Z∗p and computes

µRevi = e(H(IDRevi), P )η0 , µ̂Revi = e(H(IDRevi), ek1ek2g
η1),

KIDRevi
= H2(µRevi) and VIDRevi

= H2(µ̂Revi) for IDRevi ∈ IDRev. Then,
he also computes

f(x) = Πd
i=1(x−KIDRevi

) + z =

d∑
i=0

aix
i (mod p)

and

J(x) = Πd
i=1(x− VIDRevi

) + v =

d∑
i=0

bix
i (mod p),

where ai and bi are coefficients of polynomials. Next, he computes

C1 = M ⊕H1(z||gη0)⊕H1(v||gη1), C2 = gη0 , C3 = ek1H0(IDS)η1 ,

C4,i = H(IDRevi)
−η1 for IDRevi ∈ IDRev and C5 = gη1 . Finally, the cipher-

text is C = (C1, C2, C3, {C4,i}i∈[1,d], {ai, bi}i∈[0,d]}, C5).
– Decryption. After inputting the ciphertext C = (C1, C2, C3, {C4,i}i∈[1,d],
{ai, bi}i∈[0,d]}, C5) from IDSnd and the decrypting key dkIDRevi

= (dki,1, dki,2)
corresponding to the receiver identity IDRevi , the receiver computes µ′Revi =
e(C2, dki,1),

µ̂′Revi = e(dki,2, Θ)e(H(IDRevi), C5)e(H(IDRevi), C3)e(H0(IDSnd), C4,i).

Then, he also computes KIDRevi
= H2(µ′Revi) and VIDRevi

= H2(µ̂′Revi). If
the sender identity IDSnd = IDS and the receiver identity IDRevi ∈ IDRev,
there will be a C4,i so that the receiver can calculate z, v. Specifically, he
computes

z =

d∑
i=1

ai(KIDRi
)i (mod p), v =

d∑
i=1

bi(VIDRi
)i (mod p).

Finally, the receiver can obtain the plaintextM = C1⊕H1(z||C2)⊕H1(v||C5).

Note that: To enable the receiver to determine the correct message, the
plaintext message can be encoded (e.g., the hash value of a message can be
concatenated after the message to determine the correct plaintext). Besides, the
decryption process can be speeded by anonymous hint technology [28].
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6.4 Proof of Cross-Domain Multi-receiver IB-ME

Theorem 2. For two groups G and GT of prime order q and an admissible
bilinear map e : G×G→ GT , if the CBDH assumption holds in (G,GT , e), the
cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME is semantically secure in the random oracle
model.

Lemma 3. If an adversary A issuing at most qR, qH2
queries, respective-

ly, to the decryption key oracle O2 and the random oracle H2 has the advan-
tage ε to break the privacy property of cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME, we
can construct an algorithm that solves the CBDH problem with the advantage
ε/(qH2 · e2d(qR/2d)2d), where d is the number of receivers.

The proof framework is similar to the cross-domain IB-ME. Its security re-
duces the privacy of cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME to the privacy of an
intermediate multi-receiver public-key encryption BasicPub+, which is proved
to be semantically secure in the random oracle model on CBDH assumption.
Specifically, if there exists an adversary A who can break privacy of the pro-
posed cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME, there will be an adversary A′ to break
CBDH assumption.

Similarly, before the proof, we define a multi-receiver public-key encryption
scheme, which is familiar with the public-key encryption scheme proved in cross-
domain IB-ME. Specifically, Setup algorithm is similar except that a hash func-
tion H2 : GT → Z∗p is also added. KGen algorithm is the same. Different En-
cryption and Decryption algorithms are presented as follows:

– Enc(mpk, PK,M). The algorithm takes the message M ∈ {0, 1}n and the
public-key set PK as input, then selects a random number $, z ∈ Z∗p and
computes li = H2(e(pki, P )$) for pki ∈ PK, where d = |PK|. Then, it also
computes f(x) = Πd

i=1(x − li) + z = Σd
i=0aix

i , U = M ⊕ H1(z||g$) and
V = g$. Finally, it outputs the ciphertext C = (U, V, {ai}i∈[0,d]).

– Dec(mpk, sk, C). This algorithm takes the ciphertext C and private key ski
corresponding to pki ∈ PK as input, then computes l′ = H2(e(ski, V )) and
z = Σd

i=0ai(l
′)i. Finally, it outputs the plaintext M = U ⊕H1(z||V ).

The security definition of BasicPub+ is similar to BasicPub presented in
cross-domain IB-ME. After the key query, A outputs (M0,M1, PK0, PK1, α)
instead of (M0,M1, pkj,0, pkj,1, α), where the public key pki in PK0 and PK1 is
generated by the keg generation oracle OKGen.

Claim 3. If an adversary A issuing at most qR the decryption key oracle O2

has the advantage ε to break the privacy property of cross-domain multi-receiver
IB-ME, we can construct an algorithm A′ that can break IND-CPA+ security
of BasicPub+ with the advantage ε/(2 · e2d(qR/2d)2d), where d is the number
of receivers.

Proof. In the process of proof, A′ is not only the challenger of privacy game
of the proposed cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME, but also the attacker of
privacy game of BasicPub+. After A′ obtains the master public key mpk =
(p,G,GT , e, g, n,H1, H2, P ) of BasicPub+. The interaction among A, A′ and
the challenger C of BasicPub+ is as follows:
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– Setup: This process is similar to that of cross-domain IB-ME.
– Phase 1: A can issue the polynomial queries for the encryption key and

decryption key. The response process is similar to that of cross-domain IB-
ME.

– Challenge: At this moment,A submits (M0,M1, ID
∗
Rev0

, ID∗Rev1 , IDS0
, IDS1

)
toA′, where ID∗Rev0 = {ID∗0,1, ID∗0,2, ..., ID∗0,d} and ID∗Rev1 = {ID∗1,1, ID∗1,2,
..., ID∗1,d}. For the two distinct receivers’ identity sets ID∗Rev0 and ID∗Rev1 ,
A′ computes PK0 = {H(ID∗0,i)}i∈[1,d] for ID∗0,i ∈ ID∗Rev0 and PK1 =
{H(ID∗1,i)}i∈[1,d] for ID∗1,i ∈ ID∗Rev1 . For IDi ∈ ID∗Rev0 and IDi ∈ ID∗Rev1 ,
A′ looks for the tuple (IDi, Qi, βi, di), where H(IDi) = Qi. If di = 0, A′
aborts. Otherwise, A′ performs the following process:

• A′ obtain the tuples H0(IDS0
) = Z0 and H0(IDS1

) = Z1 according to
queries IDS0 and IDS1 . Then, A′ selects a random number σ0, σ1, v ∈ Z∗p
and calculates V0,i = H2(e(Qi, ek1ek2g

σ0)) for IDi ∈ ID∗Rev0 and V1,i =
H2(e(Qi, ek1ek2g

σ1)) for IDi ∈ ID∗Rev1 . Next, A′ computes C3,0 =

ek1Z
σ0
0 and C3,1 = ek1Z

σ1
1 . After that, A′ computes J0(x) = Πd

i=1(x −
V0,i) + v =

∑d
i=0 b0,ix

i (mod p) and J1(x) = Πd
i=1(x − V1,i) + v =∑d

i=0 b1,ix
i (mod p). Next, A′ computes C4,0,i = e(H(IDi), ek1 · ek2gσ0)

for IDi ∈ ID∗Rev0 and C4,1,i = e(H(IDi), ek1 ·ek2gσ1) for IDi ∈ ID∗Rev1 .
And, A′ also computes C5,0 = gσ0 and C5,1 = gσ1 . Note that ekIDSi

=

(Zki , Υ
θ).

• A′ computes M∗0 = M0 ⊕ H1(v||gσ0) and M∗1 = M1 ⊕ H1(v||gσ1).
Then, A′ will forward (M∗0 ,M

∗
1 , PK0, PK1) to the challenger C. Then

C randomly selects a bit b ∈ {0, 1} to generate the ciphertext C ′ =
Enc(mpk, PKb,Mb) and returns C ′ = (U ′, V ′, {ai}i∈[0,d]) to A′. In ad-
dition, C also returns Kb,i = H2(e(PKb,i, P )η0) and C2 = gη0 , where η0
are the random numbers selected in the encryption process. Since H2 is a
hash function, it can be seen from the property of the hash function that
Kb,i will not disclose the input of the hash function, that is, e(pkb,i, P )η0 .
• Finally, A′ randomly returns ciphertext C = (U ′, V ′, C3,0, {C4,0,i}i∈[1,d],
{ai, b0,i}i∈[0,d], C5,0) or C = (U ′, V ′, C3,1, {C4,1,i}i∈[1,d], {ai, b1,i}i∈[0,d],
C5,1) to A.

– Second query phase: A can continue to issue queries, but A cannot issue
the decryption key on identity IDi ∈ (ID∗Rev0 ∪ ID

∗
Rev1

).
– Guess: Finally, A outputs a bit b′. A′ outputs the same bit. If b′ = b, then

1 is output; otherwise, 0 is output.

Probability Analysis. Suppose A issues qR queries to the oracle O2, and
the probability that A′’s query will not be terminated is δqR . Similarly, in the
challenge phase, the probability that A′’s query does not abort is (1− δ)2d. For
the probability δqR(1 − δ)2d that does not abort, the maximum value of this
probability is at δopt = qR/(qR + 2d). If we use δopt as the probability that A′’s
query does not abort to obtain coins di = 0 in H query, the probability that
A′’s query does not abort is at least 1/e2d(qR/2d)2d. In the challenge phase, after
obtaining the challenge ciphertext C ′ = (U ′, V ′, {ai}i∈[0,d]) from the challenger
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of BasicPub+, A′ will randomly return C ′0 or C ′1 to A. As a result, A will lose
1/2 of its advantage against the BasicPub+.

Claim 4. If an adversary A issuing at most qH2
queries to the random oracle

H2 has the advantage ε against IND-CPA+ security of BasicPub+, we can
construct an algorithm against the CBDH problem with the advantage 2ε/qH2

.

Proof. A′ obtains a CBDH tuple (g, ga, gb, gc) from the challenger of BasicPub,
whose correct solution is D = e(g, g)abc. During Setup phase, A′ sets P = ga.
The master secret key of BasicPub+ is msk = a, which is unknown to A′.
Then, A and A′ interact as follows:

– KGen queries: A′ randomly selects xi ∈ Z∗p, then calculates pki = (gb)xi

and returns pki to A. Note that the private key corresponding to pki is
ski = gabxi , which is unknown to A′.
• H2 oracle: A′ keeps a list LH2

of the history of calls to H2 in which

each tuple is (X̂i, ĥi). If the query X̂i ∈ GT already exists, ĥi is returned.

Otherwise, a random number ĥi ∈ Z∗p is selected, (X̂i, ĥi) is added to

LH2 , and then ĥi is returned.
– Challenge: After receiving (M0,M1, PK0, PK1) from A. A′ selects a ran-

dom number z, l1, l2, ..., ld ∈ Z∗p and b ∈ {0, 1}. Then, it computes f(x) =

Πd
i=1(x − li) + z = Σd

i=0aix
i , U = Mb ⊕ H1(z||gc) and V = gc. Final-

ly, it outputs the challenge ciphertext C = (U, V, {ai}i∈[0,d]). Note that

li = H2(e(skpki , V )) = H2(e(gabxi , gc)) = H2(Dxi).
– Guess: A sends the guess b′ ∈ {0, 1} to A′. Then A′ randomly selects pki

from PKb′ and sets z = 1/xi, then it randomly selects a random tuple

(X̂i, ĥi) from LH2
, and then outputs D = X̂z

i as the solution of the received
CBDH instance.

Probability Analysis. The probability that A′ outputs the correct solution
is at least 2ε/qH2 if A has the advantage ε against IND-CPA+ security of
BasicPub+. This analysis is similar to that in [26]. A detailed analysis can be
found in [26].

Proof of Lemma 3. Through combining Claim 3 and Claim 4, we can
reduce the privacy of the proposed cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME to the
CBDH assumption. Specifically, if the adversary can break the privacy of the
proposed cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME, there will be an algorithm to break
the CBDH assumption. If the CBDH assumption holds, the proposed cross-
domain multi-receiver IB-ME can meet the privacy security.

Lemma 4. If an adversary A issuing at most qR queries to the decryption
key oracle O2, qS queries to the encryption key oracle O1, and qH2

queries to
the random oracle H2 has the advantage ε to break the authenticity property of
cross-domain IB-ME, we can construct an algorithm that can solve the CBDH
problem with the advantage 2ε/(qH2

· e2d+1 · ((qR + qS)/(2d+ 1))2d+1), where d
is the number of receivers.
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Proof. A′ receives a CBDH tuple (g, ga, gb, gc) whose solution is D = e(g, g)abc.
A′ determines that the master secret key is msk = (a, b,H2), although (a, b) are
unknown to A′. Then, the interaction between A and A′ is as follows:

– Setup: This process is similar to that of cross-domain IB-ME. In addition,
A′ will answer the queries of random oracle H2.

• H2 queries: When A′ receives a query about X̂i ∈ GT , the following
process will be performed: If there is a record (X̂i, ĥi) in the list LH2 ,

which the list is empty at initialization, ĥi is returned; otherwise, a ran-
dom number ĥi ∈ Z∗p is selected. Next, (X̂i, ĥi) is added in the list LH2

,

and then ĥi is returned.

– Phase 1: A can issue the polynomial queries for the encryption key and
decryption key. Then, the response process is the same as that of cross-
domain IB-ME.

– Forgery: At this moment, A′ submits (C, IDRev, IDSnd) to A′, where C =
(C1, C2, C3, {C4,i}i∈[1,d]}, {ai, bi}i∈[0,d]}, C5). Let IDS = IDSnd. Then, A′
performs the following procedure:

• For any IDRevi ∈ IDRev, compute H(IDRevi) = Qi and H0(IDS) = Q′.
If di 6= 1 and d′ 6= 1 in tuples (IDRevi , Qi, βi, di) ∈ L1 and (IDS , Q

′, β′, d′)
∈ L2, A′ aborts. Otherwise, we know H(IDRevi) = gaβi , dki,2 = gγaβi ,

H0(IDSnd) = gbβ
′

and ek1 = gbcβ
′
. Hence, VIDRevi

= H2(e(dki,2, Θ)
e(H(IDRevi), C5)e(H(IDRevi), C3)e(H0(IDSnd), C4,i)), where

e(H(IDRevi), C3)e(H0(IDSnd), C4) = e(H(IDRevi), ek1) = e(gaβi , gbcβ
′
)

= Dβiβ
′
.

• Compute z = 1/(βiβ
′), select a random tuple (X̂i, ĥi) from the list LH2 ,

and then return D′ = (X · e(H(IDRevi), C5)−1e(dki,2, Θ)−1)z.

Probability Analysis. First of all, the game perfectly simulates the authen-
ticity game where (C, IDRev, IDSnd) satisfies (1) ∀IDRevi ∈ IDRev, IDRevi /∈
O2, (2) ∀ID′S ∈ O1, ID

′
S 6= IDS . Suppose A issues qR queries to the oracle O2

and qS queries to the oracle O1, and the probability that A’s query will not
be terminated is δqR+qS . Similarly, in the challenge phase, the probability that
A’s query does not abort is (1 − δ)2d+1. For the probability δqR+qS (1 − δ)2d+1

that does not abort, the maximum value of this probability is at δopt = (qR +
qS)/(qR+ qS + 2d+ 1). If we leverage δopt as the probability that A’s query does
not terminate to obtain coins di = 0 in H query and H0 query, the probability
that A′s query does not abort is at least 1/e2d+1((qR + qS)/(2d+ 1))2d+1. If A’s
query will not be terminated, the probability that the correct solution is out-
putted by A′ is at least 2ε/qH2

. As a result, the CBDH problem can be solved
by A′ with advantage 2ε/(qH2

· e2d+1 · ((qR + qS)/(2d+ 1))2d+1).

When the CBDH assumption holds, by integrating Lemma 3 and Lemma
4, we can conclude that the proposed cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME is
semantically secure in the random oracle model.
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Table 3. Average Performance (ms) of Each Subprocess

Operation Cross-domain IB-ME Cross-domain Multi-receiver IB-ME

Initialization 1.67 1.74

Receiver-Authority Setup 17.93 19.35

Sender-Authority Setup 17.81 19.23

Encryption-Key Generation 39.35 42.33

Decryption-Key Generation 38.90 42.38

Encryption 88.52 652.6

Decryption 46.52 534.7

7 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes. The exper-
imental platform is performed on a personal computer running 64-bit Windows
10 with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-10210U CPU with 1.60GHz based on JPBC 2.0.0
with the default Type A elliptic curve. Table 3 manifests the average running
time of each subprocess of cross-domain IB-ME and cross-domain multi-receiver
IB-ME. To eliminate the influence of random factors, we perform 50 times each
subprocess and average them. As shown on the table, the running time of each
subprocess in cross-domain IB-ME can be completed in milliseconds, which is
acceptable. In cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME, we assume that the number
of receivers is 10. It can be seen from the table that when there are multiple
receivers, the computation cost of the sender is less than that of making en-
cryption for each receiver respectively, although the cost of our multi-receiver
scheme is slightly higher in the decryption process. In short, each operation can
be completed in milliseconds.

Table 4 shows the space costs of different elements in cross-domain IB-ME
and cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME from the theoretical aspect. It can be
seen from the table that the size of the encryption key and the decryption key
is constant. The storage cost of ciphertext is small in cross-domain IB-ME with
constant size, while it is not much larger in multi-receiver case with ciphertext
size that is linear with reverivers’ number. In conclusion, the storage cost in both
schemes is acceptable.

Table 4. Space Costs (bits) of Each Element

Element Cross-Domain IB-ME Cross-Domain Multi-receiver IB-ME

Encryption Key 2|G| 2|G|
Decryption Key 2|G| 2|G|

Message n n

Ciphertext 3|G|+ n d|G|+ 2(d+ 1)|Z∗p|+ 3|G|+ n

|G| represents the bit size of group G. d represents the number of receivers.
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From the above analysis, we conclude that the proposed schemes can run
efficiently while providing privacy and authenticity of messages as well as the
sender’s identity privacy against the non-intended receiver.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we extend the concept of ME to cross-domain scenarios, which
is closer to the scenario of cross-domain secret communication such as intel-
ligence operations. Specifically, we introduce the concept of cross-domain ME
and propose a concrete instantiation (i.e., cross-domain IB-ME), where there is
a sender-authority center and a receiver-authority center. The sender and re-
ceiver are managed by the authority center in their respective domain rather
than by the same authority center. Then, we prove the privacy and authenticity
of cross-domain IB-ME in the random oracle model on the CBDH assumption
over bilinear groups. Additionally, we further extend the cross-domain IB-ME
to the multi-receiver scenario, and propose cross-domain multi-receiver IB-ME
and prove its security. Next, we implement these two schemes and give their
performance evaluations, which show that the schemes can run efficiently.

Our work leaves several interesting questions. First, the black-box construc-
tion of cross-domain ME is a meaningful work. Second, it will be very interesting
to construct efficient cross-domain multi-receiver ME without relying on random
oracle. Third, constructing cross-domain IB-ME from lattice-based assumptions
will also be very challenging.
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